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QUALITY
CONTROL

PLATFORM



Why?
Even today, a lot of quality data management is still done on paper or stored in
excel files. This might work well on a sample to sample basis, but in today’s age
where data is key, we are looking for a way to actively use the data to get more
insight. 

If soccer teams use data to determine their line-up, we can certainly use it to
guarantee our customers the best possible product!
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Centralise your
data
Having all your quality data in one place
allows you a real time overview via the
dashboard.  You can follow up on your
product's and supplier's performance and
adjust where necessary. The platform
allows different test schemes per product,
so you can create different tests for any
part of your reception or production chain.

Efficient paperless quality control
saves time & adds value

Easily follow up on your product's
quality and supplier's performance

Centralise all your quality data in
one place for a better overview

EFFICIENT QUALITY CONTROL

DATA INSIGHT

CENTRALISE YOUR DATA



Anywhere | Anytime
The Xpectrum Quality Control Platform is build as a
Software as a Service - SaaS. This means you can run it
on all sort of devices - laptop, tablet, smartphone -
wherever you are. Operators can perform tests in the
field - at reception or at-line - on their mobile device,
whereas the quality department uses a pc or laptop for
more in depth testing at the company lab. 
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Dashboarding

The dashboard gives an overview of you products, test results, measurements,...
You can filter the dashboard on each of the available parameters. This allows you
to have an overview of your product's quality and your supplier's performance. It
also gives an idea on your team's performance and allows you to report efficiently
to the board!
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Test Article

Perform your pre-defined tests for each product. The platform will immediately let
you know whether or not your test result is positive or negative.  When in doubt,
create a lab ID and send your sample to the lab. This allows you to add the lab
data to the sample afterwards and even gives you the possibility to override the
result. 

Define Articles

Manually import your products or connect your own dataset. Create - multiple -
test schemes for each product, even at each location: at reception, at-line, quality
department,... 
Create tests with standard parameters in the platform or easily create your own
parameters!



Benefits

The dashboard shows all the info you
need to intervene where necessary

We offer unlimited articles, 
 functionalities and users at a low
cost

Give each employee the tools
adapted to his needs

Centralise your data and create
insight to make informed decisions

SAVE MONEY LOW COST

ANYWHERE ANYTIMEINSTANT INSIGHTS
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Start your trial
info|demo|screens|order

https://www.xpectrum.eu/food-quality-platform

